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The Evolution Inside of Deaths (tha start of lifes) A Most Esoteric Read By
author Shawn Twyne is an esoteric writing about the natural order and
existence of man...

Thee most non-poetic intellectual book you will ever read written by man, about the natural
order and existence of man. A poetic, spiritual, self help master piece. Recent release “The
Evolution Inside of Deaths” from Page Publishing author Shawn Twyne is a second installment
of the author’s series that reflects on the meaning of life. It is meant to encourage readers to
wonder about the natural order and existences of life through the paths of deaths.

SAN DIEGO (PRWEB) September 23, 2021 -- These books of 9 created manifestations inside of 1 were
comprised of many poetic, allegorical missives, created within a paradox that the one will lead you into the
next. And before you know it, it becomes one complete volume to study like a MBA text. See, that's what
separates these esoteric writings from all the normal rest.

The world's most nonpoet-poetic composition of books that makes it a world's best. So read on, and prepare
your mind for many mental test. It is the most non-basic, intelligent book you will ever read written by man that
will put many misunderstanding life's hidden meanings to rest. My book of mind and a book of many rhyming
writings that tells one complex true story of a mind, and with actual mental wealth you will be blessed, because
now you are taken out of your first and second deaths...Shawn Twyne has completed his new book “The
Evolution Inside of Deaths”: a gripping and potent work that highlights the importance of seeking to understand
what happens beyond life.

Author Shawn Twyne writes, “Is this world full of the new, or has it always been here like the beginning stages
of the rain’s dew? And if there is nothing new in this world, how could you possibly learn something as if it
first came to you as if you never knew? If there is nothing new in this world, how can you make or learn
something that is new to you as if to invent the reinvented tool or learn a new thought of an old school? The
fact is that wheel was a wheel to them in the old, and it is that same wheel that we use in the new.”

Published by Page Publishing, Shawn Twyne’s thought-provoking work provides many paradoxes for readers
to consider as they ponder the true meaning of life and what lies beyond. Twyne invites readers to become
curious about the true purpose of living and how the depths of the spiritual world impact the human existence.

Readers who wish to experience this engaging work can purchase “The Evolution Inside of Deaths” at
bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes Store, Amazon, Google Play, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708
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Contact Information
Shawn Twyne
Book of Mind Publishing Inc
+1 619-750-2213

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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